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09.08.2013

The latest version of MorphOS
(3.3) was made available on
September 18th.

10.19.2013

At October 19th, 2013, 2075
MorphOS licences had been
sold (see the evolution of
sales).

11.09.2013

From November 9th to 11th, the
association will be present at
the Alchimie X.

best of morphos
September - October 2013
morphos
David ‘Daff’ Brunet offers on his Obligement website a test and installation tutorial of MorphOS 3.3.
Leif Salomonsson just released a new version of IceFileSystem (IceFS), a 64bits files system and
IceDoctor, a tool to recover, fix and save your data from your IceFS partitions.
Rupert ‘naTmeg‘ Hausberger makes available a driver for SATAII controller cards 150/300 from
Promise brand .

softwares

WArMUp it’s also a
GoogleGroup !

To send a message to this
group , please use this email
warmupasso@googlegroups.com

Grzegorz ‘Krashan’ Kraszewski makes available a new beta tester version of DigiBooster 3.
Carsten ‘pegasossigi’ Siegner offers Scriba 1.9.7, a word processor (vidéo 1, vidéo 2, vidéo 3).
Oliver ‘ciVic’ Urbann releases a new version of TwittAmiga, a Twitter client.
Juan Carlos Herrán Martín alias Templario updates VAMP, a multimedia player and
Sirena Player, a different music player, fun and alternative.
Stefan ‘Develin’ Blixth of OnyxSoft makes available a new version of SnapIT, a tool to take screenshots
from windows or screens.

development
Leif Salomonsson offers a new update of d’ECX, an E compiler.

emulators
Kelly ‘realstar’ Samel updates following emulators:
- GenesisPlus, a Sega Genesis/Mega Drive emulator (read the test achieved by Sylvain ‘Sa’
Aumercier),
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- Perform promoting MorphOS and
its dedicated software,
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developers,
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- FCEU, a Nintendo NES/Famicom emulator.
Stefan Haubenthal offers a new version of its porting of Oricutron, an Oric-1/Atmos emulator written
by Peter Gordon.
Sylvain ‘Sa’ Aumercier offers on Obligement a test of VisualBoyAdvance, a GameBoy/GameBoyAdvance
emulator ported to MorphOS by Fabien ‘Fab1’ Coeurjoly.

games
Anders Granlund makes available on Aminet the porting of the game Alien versus Predator. Original
game data files are needed.
Robert ‘Phibrizzo’ Krajcarz makes available a new version of Change It, a Bejeweled clone.
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